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W (ABSTRACT)

This study challenges the common assumption that Hemingway's early

style is indebted to the work of Sherwood Anderson and Gertrude Stein

and finds the evidence less than compelling. Unlike previous

·
examinations, this study considers Hemingway's early journalism and

correspondence as well as his first published fiction; additionally, it

suggests models of influence other than Anderson and Stein, such as Ring -

Lardner and Stephen Crane.

Because the critical tradition most often identifies "repetition”

and “colloquialisms" as bases for attributing influence to Anderson and

Stein, I discuss those characteristics individually, concluding that

Hemingway's debt to Stein's use of repetition and Anderson's use of

colloquial style has been overstated. I also assess the individual

style of each author and identify the fundamental differences among

them. And, finally, I suggest promising avenues which may lead to new

associations between Hemingway and the forces which helped to shape his

style.
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Introduction

One of the critic's essential functions is to make associations.

When these associations are made with sufficient force to satisfy the

literary historian, they secure a place in literary history. But what

satisfies one generation of literary historians does not always suffice

for the next generation. Like the literary canon, literary histories

are fluid, dynamic entities; they escape stagnancy through reevaluation,
' refutation, and revision and gain their temporary form when a consensus

allows an assertion to settle into their pages.

One such assertion that has rested comfortably for more than half a

century is that Gertrude Stein and Sherwood Anderson are the primary

influences upon Ernest Hemingway's early style. That assertion is not

surprising: the three authors published significant works during the

same period; they participated in the expatriate movement during the

twenties, all residing in Paris for a time; they were friends and

literary confidants for several years; and their works have certain

similarities. Hence, that the three should escape influencing one

another is unlikely; however, this is not the assertion that literary

histories currently make. Rather, literary history has cast Hemingway

in_the role of pupil to the masters, Anderson and Stein; moreover, it

has granted, nearly exclusively, the honor of influencing one of

America's most accomplished writers to these same masters.

1
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This study tests the current assumption that Anderson and Stein are

the primary influences upon Hemingway's early style, Such a study is

warranted for several reasons, First, Hemingway scholarship and

criticism are embarking on a new era, marked by an unprecedented

interest in the man and his work, Testing assertions about influence,

then, is in keeping with the current revisionist spirit of Hemingway

criticism and scholarship; a revival without a reassessment would hardly
l

be complete, Second, the criticism and scholarship that have provided

current notions about influence upon Hemingway contains two serious

flawss (1) critics have regularly attempted te attribute influence on

the basis of stylistic characteristics such as repetition and

colloquialisms without consulting Hemingway's early work to determine if

these characteristics are consistent with Hemingway's early style; and

(2) critics often grant Anderson and Stein exclusive treatment, implying

that they are more important than other figures such as Pound,

Fitzgerald, and Joyce, more important than Hemingway's apprenticeship as

a journalist, more important, indeed, than the influence of the entire

Modernist movement,

In reevaluating the influence of Anderson and Stein en Hemingway, I

begin with an historical survey that documents the association of the

three, Using this survey as a touchstone fer the remainder of the

study, I examine those features of their styles that have attracted the

mest controversy, Because previous studies, upon which current notiens,

presumably, are based, focus on Anderson's Einesburg, Qngg (1919) and "I

Want to Know Why" (1919), Stein's "Me1anctha" (1909), and Hemingway's In

gn; 1Ing (1925), I shall use these same studies in my reevaluation,
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Primarily refutative, this study challenges an assertion that is

more often assumed than demonstrated. It does not, however, make claims

of originality for Hemingway, for, as Eliot explains, artistic

accomplishment is not measured against the individual but against

literary history,

No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete
meaning alone. . . . You cannot value him alone;

. you must set him, for contrast and comparison, among
the dead. (Kaplan 476)

I This study sets Hemingway among the living of his day as well as among

the dead and aims at opening, rather than closing, investigations of

Hemingway and his relation to other figures.
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An Historical Survey:

The Association of Anderson, Stein, and Hemingway by

Reviewers and Gritics

One reasen Hemingway disliked critics is that they constantly

compared him with other writers. Early in his career, reviewers began
_ associating Hemingway with Gertrude Stein and Sherwood Andersen, as well

as Ring Lardner, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Michael Arlen; and, as his

canon accumulated and his reputation grew, critics began to combine the

impressionistic remarks of reviews with their own assertions abeut

influence. This survey documents the reviews and criticism that

associate Hemingway with Anderson and Stein, for this material

contributes significantly to the foundation upon which current notions

about influence rest.
lronically, Hemingway initiated his long, but seldom happy, affair

with critics and reviewers. Recognizing himself as an "unknown name"

and his first two books, Qgggg Stor;es ggg [gg ggggg (1923) and gg ggg

gggg (1924), as "unpromising," Hemingway sent a review copy of Qgggg

ätorieg te Edmund Wilson. Wilson replied that he "might do a note on it

in the Q;gl" and wondered if Hemingway's stery "My Old Man" had been

influenced by Sherwood Anderson's "I Want to Know Why" (Wilson 116).

Hemingway replied with thanks but made emphatically clear hi: opinion

about "influence":

No I don't think gg glg ggg derives from Andersen.
It is about a boy and his father and race-horses.

6
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Sherwood has written about boys and horses. But
very differently. It [my story] derives from boys
and horses. Anderson derives from boys and horses
[sic]. I don't think they're anything alike. I
know I wasn't inspired by him. (Wilson 117)

Wilson was unpersuaded by Hemingway's denial; and, in his review of

Hemingway's first two works for Qial (October, 1924), he commends the

books, noting similarities among the prose styles of Anderson, Stein,

V and Hemingway:

_ [Hemingway] must be counted as the only American
writer but one--Mr. Sherwood Anderson--who has felt
the genius of Gertrude Stein's Three gives and has
evidently been influenced by it. Indeed, Miss
Stein, Mr. Anderson and Mr. Hemingway may now be
said to form a school by themselves. The
characteristic of this school is a naivete of
language, often passing into the colloquialism of
the character dealt with, which serves actually to
convey profound emotions and complex states of mind.
(Wilson 119-120) _

Wilson is the first critic to associate these three writers; yet, unlike

other early critics, he remains sensitive to Hemingway's claim that he

was not inspired by Anderson and is careful to add, "Not, however, that

Mr. Hemingway is imitative . . . he is rather strikingly original"

(Meyers 63).

In his otherwise complimentary review of gg Ou; Time for the Neg

Republic (25 November 1925), Paul Rosenfeld not only finds Hemingway's

style derivative but inadequately so:

There is something of Sherwood Anderson, of his fine
bare effects and values coined from simplest words,
in Hemingway's clear medium. There is Gertrude
Stein equally obvious: her massive volumes, slow
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power, steady reiterations . . . . [But Hemingway's
style is] wanting some of the warmth of Anderson and
some of the pathos of Gertrude Stein . . . .
(Meyers 68)

Herschel Brickell, in his favorable review of Lg Qu; Lime for the Egg

Eorß Evening [ost Literature Eevgew (17 October 1925), notes that

"Sherwood Anderson is there leading the chorus, and Mr. Hemingway's

prose is most like his" (Stephens 7); and Louis Kronenberger, in the
V

§aturday ßeview gg Lgterature (12 February 1926), paradoxically suggests

that "there are obvious traces of Sherwood Anderson in Mr. Hemingway and

there are subtler traces of Gertrude Stein," but that Hemingway's prose

is of a "non-derivative nature" and "it shows no important affinity with

any other writer" (Stephens 15). Robert Wolf, altogether unimpressed by

Lg Qur Lgme, observes in his review for the Egg Yorg Eeralg Tribune

Bookg (14 February 1926) that Hemingway "shows the influence of Gertrude

Stein very strongly, that of Joyce almost not at all; he is also very

strongly under the influence of Sherwood Anderson" (Stephens 16). Even

Hemingway's friend, F. Scott Fitzgerald, makes a similar association

(1926):

When I try to think of any contemporary American
short stories as good as Big Two—Hearted River, the
last one in the book, only Gertrude Stein's
Melanctha, Anderson's The Egg, and Lardner's Golden

_ Honeymoon come to mind. (Meyers 71)

In the decade following Fitzgerald's review, most commentary

published on Hemingway concentrated on his lifestyle--either exclusively

or as it related to his work. Moreover, reviewers refrained from
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associating Hemingway with other writers during this period, perhaps

because the "Paris school" had begun to disintegrate. John Peale Bishop

is among the first to assess Hemingway's style. In "Hemage to

Hemingway" for the ygw ßegublic (1936), Bishop attempts to identify

Hemingway's place in the American tradition, suggesting that "on the one

side there was Hr. Hergesheimer, whose style falsified every fact he

touched. On the ether was Dreiser, a worthy, lumbering workman who
A

could deliver the facts of American existence, all of them, without

u selection, as a drayman might deliver trunks" (40). Unlike these twe

authors, Bishop notes, Hemingway has a style that more closely resembles

that of his more immediate predecessor, Sherwood Anderson. Bishop

explains that Mark Twain "is the one literary ancestor whom Hemingway

has openly acknowledged," but adds that neither Anderson nor Twain is

Hemingway's first master. Ezra Pound, passionate proponent of Gustave

Flaubert's unsurpassed school of discipline, introduced Hemingway to the

French realist and thus became Hemingway's first "critical instructor"

' (40).

In addition to Anderson and Pound, says Bishop, Gertrude Stein also

taught Hemingway; for, as Hemingway informed Bishop, "Ezra was right

about half the time, and when he was wrong you were never in any deubt

abeut it. Gertrude was always right" (Bishop does not identify his

source). Bishop admits that "what [Gertrude Stein] taught Hemingway

must be in part left to cenjecture"¤

Like Pound, she undoubtedly did much for him simply
by telling him what he must not do, for a young
writer perhaps the most valuable aid he can receive.
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More positively, it was from her prose he learned to ”
employ the repetition of American speech without
monotony. (I say this quite aware that Miss Stein's
repetitions are monotonous in the extreme.) She
also taught him how to adapt its sentence structure,
inciting in him a desire to do what Hemingway calls
"loosening up the language." She did not teach him
dialogue. The Hemingway dialogue is pure invention.
He does not talk like his characters and neither
does Miss Stein. And it was not until they had read
Hemingway's books that the two ladies of Rue de
Fleurus acquired those dramatic tricks of speech.
(Bishop 40-41)

Bishop's treatment of influence continues in a subsequent article,
' ”The Missing All" in the ylrginig Quarterly ßevieg (1937). Some of

Bishop's biographical references are incorrect; for example, Hemingway

did not witness the retreat from Gapretto. Honetheless, Bishop

accurately recounts the lessons that Hemingway learned from Pound, that

is, ”the lesson of Flaubert,” which Hemingway mastered ”only because of

his innate honesty, his incorruptible subjection to his art" (110).

During the year that transpired between Bishop's articles, he apparently

gained a firmness of mind concerning the influence of Anderson and Stein

on the young Hemingway. Acknowledging that Hemingway ”dislikes, with

strange intensity . . . to admit to influence," Bishops adds:

Yet it was Sherwood Anderson of the Ohio Valley, and
Gertrude Stein, who sat among the Picassos like a
monument of home, who taught the young Hemingway to

p write as an American. (110)

Because Bishop fails to explain what it means to ”write as an American,"

and because he fails to document his claims, his articles do not differ

significantly from the early reviews.
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Although Robert Penn Warren, in an article for the Kenyog ßeview I
(1947), does not establish sources of influence for Hemingway's style,

he does attempt to define Hemingway's style, which, in turn, helps to

clarify questions about influence. Warren's list is so accurate, in

fact, that in forty years it has received little modification:

The style characteristically is simple, even to the
point of monotony. The characteristic sentence is
simple, or compound; and if compound, there is no
implied subtlety in the coordination of the clauses,
The paragraph structure is, characteristically,

U based on simple sequence. There is an obvious
relation between this style and the characters and
situations with which the author is concerned--a
question of dramatic decorum. (There are, on the
other hand, examples, especially in the novels, of
other more fluent, lyrical effects, but even here
this fluency is founded on the conjunction ang; it
is a rhythmical and not a logical fluency . . . .)
The short simple rhythms, the succession of
coordinate clauses, the general lack of
subordination--all suggest a dislocated and
ununified world. (18)

Warren's stylistic assessment is expanded by Harry Levin, in

”0bservations on the Style of Ernest Hemingway" for the Kenyog ßevieg

(1951). Levin recounts the humorous song about "irony and pity" that

Bill and Jake sing in [he Sug Alsg ßises, and the prayer, "Our nada who

art in nada , . • ,”
from ”A Clean, Well-Lighted Place," and suggests

that "there is something in common between this attitude and the British

habit of understatement" (592), Levin recalls the point in ”The Short,

Happy Life of Francis Macomber" at which Wilson, the white hunter, says,
”No

pleasure in anything if you mouth it too much," which suggests

Hemingway's commitment to reticence, and concludes that ”understatement"

ought be added to the list of Hemingway's stylistic attributes.
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Levin identifies another feature ef Hemingway's style, the I

"restricted use of adjectives," and "the heavy load of subjective

implications carried by such words as 'fine' and 'nice.'" Levin

suggests that Hemingway packs these monosyllables with an emotional

charge, projecting the "narrater's euphoria in a given situation" (597).

The effect, writes Levin, is prose that sends a message to the reader:

"ßaving g wonderful time. Wish ygw were hege" (597).
Q

Levin's most significant expansion of Warren's list occurs when he

assesses Hemingway's diction. Using the opening of A Farewell tg Arms

(1929) for illustration, Levin notes Hemingway's tendency to employ

expletives and concludes:

Granted, then, that Hemingway's diction is thin;
that, in the technical sense, his syntax is weak;
and that he would rather be caught dead than seeking
the met juste er the balanced phrase. Granted that
his adjectives are not colorful and his verbs not
particularly energetic. (599)

Granted all this, why is Hemingway's style so effective? Levin answers

by citing an example from "After the Storm":

I said "Who killed him?" and he said "I don't know
who killed him but he's dead all right," and it was
dark and there was water standing in the street and
no lights and windows broke and beats all up in the
town and trees blown down and everything all blown

_ and I got a skiff and went out and found my boat
where I had her inside of Mango Key and she was all
right only she was full of water. (§§ 372)

Hemingway's expletives, which many rhetoricians weuld consider weak

constructions, "take the place of the observer and his observations are
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registered one by one. Hence, for the reader, it lives up to Robert

Jordan's intention: 'You . . . feel that it all happened to you'"

4 (Levin 600). The expletives shift the burden of communication to nouns, .

which are especially important to Hemingway because they come closest to

things, and, Levin observes, when Hemingway "stringlsl them along by

means of conjunctions, he approximates the actual flow of experience"

(600).

Levin identifies three characteristics of Hemingway's style:

· . understatement; the restricted use of adjectives; and "noun heavy"

constructions, abundant with expletives, which simulate the "actual flow

of experience." The stylistic features identified by Levin and Warren

constitute an accurate and fairly inclusive assessment of Hemingway's

major stylistic attributes as they were defined during his lifetime.

Levin's article (1951) introduces the first boom decade in

Hemingway criticism. The following year, 1952, saw the publication of

Carlos Baker's [hg Wrgte; gg Artist and Philip Young's Ernest Hemingway;

and in 1954 Charles Penton's [hg Aggregt;ceshig gg ggnest Hemingway: [hg

§g;[yi[gg;g appeared. The books of Baker and Young remain the pillars

upon which subsequent criticism rests; Fenton's book served as the only

reliable "biography" of Hemingway's early years until the publication of

Baker's Ernest Hemingway: A hggg §;g;y (1969).
W

Baker, in [hg Wrgte; gg Artist (1952), does not treat the question

of Stein's or Anderson's influence at length. He repeats, without

comment, the advice that Stein claims to have given Hemingway, "begin

over again and concentrate" (Autobiograghy 87); and he suggests that the
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two stories, "Up in Michigan" and ”My Old Man," not lost with the rest

of Hemingway's manuscripts in Paris (1922) are ”both influenced to some

degree by Sherwood Anderson" (Artist 12).

Philip Young, however, straightforwardly confronts the issue in

Egnest Hemingway: A Reconsideratiog (1966, the second edition of the

1952 Ernest Hemingway), Young generates a list of immediate

predecessors from whom Hemingway learned--Gertrude Stein, Sherwood
I

Anderson, Ezra Pound, F, Scott Fitzgerald--and recalls the claim of

Marcelline Hemingway, Ernest's older sister, that ”Hemingway as a boy

was already a great reader and devoured everything from Horatio Alger to

'every word of the King James version'" (174), Narrowing his focus,

Young establishes Hemingway's debt to Anderson:

The clearest direct obligation of Three Stories is
to Sherwood Anderson. "My Old Han,” a good piece in
its own right, is Hemingway's version of one of
Anderson's best efforts, the widely reprinted "I
Want to Know Why," which had appeared two years
earlier. Both stories are about horse racing, and
are told by boys in their own vernacular. In each
case the boy has to confront mature problems while
undergoing a painful disillusionment with an older
man he had been strongly attached to. (177)

Young concludes: "It doesn't look like coincidence" (177). He

continues, focusing on stylistic details:

u
The dogged simplicity of the prose in this story
I"Up in Michigan”J suggests both Anderson and Stein,
but it is too hardheaded for the former and cut off
by its subject matter from the latter. (179)

I
I
I
I

I

I
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Turning next to Gertrude Stein, Young identifies the stylistic links

between the two and evaluates Stein's influence:

Similarities between his prose and hers suggest
indeed that he learned a lot [from her], What she
had tried to do in the days when Hemingway was a boy
was remarkably like what the young man was going one
day to try to do, too. Very early in the century
she had been trying to get at the mental processes
of a savage, and to approximate them in her prose,
At that time there was a rage for primitive Negro

· sculpture, her friend Pablo Picasso was ”going
abstract," and all these forces were behind her
"abstract" Three Lives (1909), which contained the

A famous primitivistic study of the Negro girl
"Melanctha.” This long story is told in a style
that strikingly resembles the style Hemingway was to
develop for his own uses, It is written in simple,
spare, concise and yet repetitive prose—-clean, free
of cliches or synonyms, and using the smallest and
simplest of words, In addition, there is a passage
of wild violence, a bloody razor-slashing of
Helanctha's father, which is related with cold
objectivity, and with a total restraint of comment,
(182)

In short, Young finds much in Stein's prose that Hemingway could have

used to his advantage: simplicity of diction and sentence structure; the

objective treatment of violence; and "the sequence of motion and fact

which made the emotion" (akin to Eliot's ”objective correlative"),

Unsettled by the common assertion that Hemingway learned to use

repetition effectively from Gertrude Stein, Young suggests that

Adventure; gg ßuckleberry [ing (1884) provides a model for Hemingway's

repetition; moreover, Stein is often credited with teaching Hemingway to

present violence in the most effective way--objectively--but Huckleberry

[inn, Young notes, ”is full of violence that is presented objective1y"

(190),
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Charles Fenton's purview. in The Aggrenticeshig gg Ernest Hemingway

(1954). is narrower that either Baker's or Young's. and his book

provides details of the relationship between Anderson and Hemingway that

are absent in the larger studies. Fenton describes Hemingway as

"quiet." "polite." and "attentive" toward Anderson during the time that

they spent together at Y. K. Smith's apartment in Chicago. How the

young Hemingway acted and what he thought were. as Fenton describes.

very different:

u
Hemingway continued to be polite and respectful. but
occasionally he revealed a little of what he was
already thinking. He was thoroughly hostile.
inevitably. to Anderson's concept of unconscious
art. Once or twice he was vocally critical of
Anderson's style.

"You couldn't let a sentence like that go."
Hemingway once said after Anderson had left. taking
with him the story he had just read aloud. This was
the beginning of Anderson's period of great success.
however. and he was totally unaware of the doubts
which existed in the critical mind of his young
friend. (89)

Fenton is the first to record Hemingway's dissatisfaction with Anderson.

and. significantly. Fenton dates this occurrence as early as the initial

meeting between the two writers in Chicago (1921). From the start.

Fenton explains. "Hemingway. indeed. had mistrusted Anderson's apparent
e

indifference to technical concern" (119).1 Hemingway's passionate

concern for method. as his later friendship with Pound attests. opposed

him to Anderson. who "offered no precise methodology" (Fenton 123). As

Fenton explains. "what you got from [Anderson] were thematic attitudes

and an integrity of vision" (123).
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In describing the fifth vignette of Lg Our Time (wherein the

cabinet ministers are executed), Fenton suggests that the paragraph

exemplifies the ”blunt declaration [Hemingway] had been absorbing from

Sherwood Anderson and Gertrude Stein" (186); yet he tempers his

suggestion by recording Anderson's own claims concerning influence:

[I]f others said I had shown Hemingway the way, I
myself had never said so. I thought . . . that he

- had his own gift, which had nothing particularly to

l do with me. (89)
Fenton suggests that Anderson's influence is perceptible but not

significant. Of Stein's influence, Fenton relates only that she was

"immensely concerned with method, both in her own work and in what she

was writing and saying about prose" (123).

In his article, "Hemingway's Debt to Sherwood Anderson” (1955),

John T. Flanagan suggests that Hemingway fails to recognize his

"ob1igation" to Anderson because he disliked Anderson's ”sensitive,

indolent characters" and his humorless prose; moreover, Flanagan claims

that the result of this irritation is The Torrents gg Sgring.Z Hhether

Hemingway would consciously recognize it or not, Flanagan feels that the

young writer's debt to Anderson is significante

The brevity of the sentences, terse if not always
crisp, the frequency of sentence parts joined by the
conjunction "and," the scorn of conventional
diction, the preference for and intelligent use of
colloquial language, the careful and extraordinarily
effective repetitions, the often poetic use of the
familiar and the routine—-these are characteristic
of both Anderson and Hemingway and of no one else of
their generation. Moreover, these qualities
appeared in Anderson's work first, and at a time

_
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(520)

Flanagan does not actually document these "characteristics" in his

article; rather, he relies upon Fenton and Young, but unfortunately he

does not qualify his findings as do the critics who did the actual

research.

Paul Preston Somers, Jr., in his dissertation, ”Sherwood Anderson
A

and Ernest Hemingway: Influences and Parallels" (1970), conducts a

_ thorough comparative study--indeed, the most extensive of its

kind--focusing primarily on Anderson's ”I Want to Know Why“ and

Hemingway's ”Hy Old Han." He selects these two stories because, as

Young has previously indicated, "it is here that Anderson's influence on

the younger artist is most evident" (40). Anderson's story first

appeared in the ggggg §g; (November, 1919) and was later reprinted in

ggg gggumgg gg ggg ggg (1921); Hemingway composed his story during the

summer of 1922, and it was published first by Edward 0'Brien in ggg ggg;

ggggg §torges gg ggg;. Somers attempts to reconcile the ”overemphasis"

of John Flanagan with the "underemphasis" of Richard Bridgman. In ggg

Colloguiag ggygg gg Agericg, Bridgman links Hemingway to Twain and

James, identifying Anderson as a figure who ”can be dismissed quickly as

a stylistic guide" for the young Hemingway. Whereas Bridgman's hasty

dismissal of Anderson requires qualification, he correctly identifies

"My Old Man" as Hemingway's only published attempt at the naive,

colloquial, adolescent narrator (41).
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Somers argues that these two stories share a colloquial style and

compares their interjections, diction, polysyndeton, repetition, and

understatement, noting also that both Anderson and Hemingway use the

word gg;}--Anderson three times, Hemingway twice--"to introduce

paragraphs and give a chatty, epistclary effect" (46). Both authors use

the interjection ggg twice; Hemingway includes a gggh and a ggg, and

Anderson's narrator is twice stricken with "Huck Finnish §antods" (40).
I

Comparing their diction, Somers discovers that Anderson's is more nearly
V _ standard. Hemingway uses g;g;§, 'cause, and hg gggg, whereas Anderson's

diction is "surprisingly, even inappropriately informal," as in these

examples:

Bildad is a good cock gg most our niggers
are . . . .

Often when I think about it, hgg always going all
season to the races . . . .

Qgggg a white man you might meet . . . . (Somers 47)

Somers suggests that ”the discriminating choice of gg over lghg, the use

of the possessive pronoun hgg to modify a gerund, and the formal gghgg

do not make for colloquial diction" and concludes that, in its diction,

Hemingway's prcse is truer to the colloquial style than Anderson's (47).

Polysyndeton, the linking of simple sentences with the conjunction

ggg, is also present in both stories, and, here again, Hemingway employs

this colloquial technique more often than does Anderson. Therefore,

based on a comparison of the authors' most similar stories, Somers

concludes that ascribing influence to Anderson in the case of

I

I
DI

I
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polysyndeton would be difficult, especially since Anderson employed the

technique less often than Hemingway and less often than some early

critics estimated.

In comparing another feature of the colloquial style, repetition,

Somers explores possible influences and parallels beyond those that

Anderson and Hemingway may have shared. He begins by noting instances

of repetition in Anderson's fiction: in "Paper Pil1s," for instance,

Anderson repeats pyramig, truth, and erecr, which combine to echo "the

_ cyclical process of Dr. Reefy's building and destroying"; again in Poor

White, Anderson subtly employs repetition to indicate how the young

Steve Hunter has absorbed the ideas of the older soapmaker, E. P. Horn:

He talked a great deal of a thing called "Control."
"When you get ready to start for yourself keep that
in mind," he said. "You can sell stock and borrow
money_at the bank, all you can get, but don't give
up control. Hang on to that. That's the way I made
my success. I always kept the control." "I'll keep
my mouth shut and watch my chance [thought Steve].
If there is anything starts, I'll start it and I'll
get into control, that's what I'll do, I'll get into
control." (Somers 52)

With equal ease, Somers selects a passage from Hemingway's "Up in

Michigan," in which Hemingway repeats the word like:

Liz liked Jim very much. She liked it the way he
1 walked over from the shop and often went to the

kitchen door to watch for him to start down the
road. She liked it about his mustache. She liked
it about how white his teeth were when he smiled.
She liked it very much that he didn't look like a
blacksmith. She liked it how much D. J. Smith and
Mrs. Smith liked Jim. One day she found that she
liked it the way the hair was black on his arms and
how white they were above the tanned line when he
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washed up in the washbasin outside the house,
Liking that made her feel funny, (§§ 81)

Rather than cenclude, as Flanagan dees, that since Andersen practiced _

repetition before Hemingway, Anderson should be credited for influencing

Hemingway, Semers considers other possible precedents, He recalls both

Penten's contentien that Hemingway learned te use repetitien from

}
proofreading Gertrude Stein's Tgg ßaking gg Agegicang in 1924 and

Bridgman's assertion that "certain ebvious influences from Gertrude
V _ Stein are permanently fixed in Andersen's style, especially the bare

syntax and repetition" (Bridgman 157), Somers facilely concludes, "it

would seem, Sherwood Andersen in this instance was as much [Hemingway's1

fellow pupil ef Gertrude Stein as his teacher" (55),

The feurth and final feature that Somers compares is the use ef

understatement, that is, "the deliberate use of simple medifiers like

gigg, iigg, and gggg in place ef more descriptive werds" (56),

Hemingway uses the werd gggg te describe the officers who attempt to

remeve the barricade in Chapter IV ef Lg gg; ggggs

It was abselutely tepping, They tried te get ever
it, and we potted them from forty yards, They
rushed it, and officers came eut alene and worked on
it, It was an absolutely perfect obstacle, Their
officers were very fine, (ggg 37)

Somers suggests that Anderson uses the words gotteg and ggggy in the

same fashien that Hemingway uses gggg and gggg, For example, Anderson

describes the country brothel in "I Want te Know Why" as "rummy-

1eokin9," and later, as "rummy," Because the reader does net knew if
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the house is "dilapidated, in need of paint, or what," the term ggggy

conveys an ”aura of sordidity" (58). The same is true, writes Somers,

of Anderson's use of the word gotteg, for example, ”smelled rotten,"

”rotten talk," and "tall, rotten looking woman." Somers does not

explore the subtle but significant difference between a subjective

modifier, such as g;g; or ;;g;, and a slang term, such as ggggy or
S

gotteg. Somers concludes hi: comparative analysis by citing

„
I

"understatement" as "Anderson's clearest technical gift" to Hemingway,

I
u allowing that "the others [bear] to varying degrees the mark of Gertrude

Stein" (61),

Finally, in "The Prose Style of Selected Works by Ernest Hemingway,

Sherwood Anderson, and Gertrude Stein" (1980), Ahmad Ardat laments that

"critics have long intuited similarities among the styles" of Hemingway,

Anderson, and Stein; those critics whe have treated the issue have

consistently ”found themselves falling back on biographical data that

revealed mere about the writers' social and literary contacts than about

their style" (1), Ardat contends that the text, not the biographies,

should be examined; hence he selects a representative sample and

proposes a methodology, He begins by selecting a large group and a

small group of sentences from each author. Using the Chi Square test,

he calculates the variance of average sentence length, clause length,

and T-unit length; if the variance between the smaller group and the

larger group is significant, then the quantity of both groups is

increased until the variance becomes insignificant, Ardat's

representative sample is not, however, entirely representative, for he
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omits quotations, 'dialogue, fragments, questions, and sentences with

pcstponed subjects; hence, his method would not be helpful in analyzing

a story such as ”Hills Like White Elephants." Selecting representative

samples from three canons is problematical, and, although Ardat's

examination is not exhaustive, it is ultimately useful.

Treating Hemingway's lg gg; Igmg, Anderson's Einesburg, Qhgg, and

Stein's Qhggg Liygs, Ardat applies a three-fold methodology. His first4
method of comparison is transformational generative grammar, which

_ "relates textual sentences to their underlying form by transformations";

the second method is clause—to-sentence, which "identifies a more

grammatically discrete unit than the sentence--the T—unit”; and, the

third is generative rhetoric, which "investigates the way authors choose

to expand base c1auses" (3). Ardat acknowledges that his methodology

does net treat Vocabulary, but he recognizes each author's avoidance of

"big words" and concedes that their Vocabularies are similar enough to

be classified as 'collcquial or naiVe.”
t

Ardat presents his findings in eight tables and focuses his

discussion cn those findings that indicate similarities among the

authors. He does so because he finds many of the similarities to be

misleading. For example, although his tables indicate that the authors

have similar "coordinating-ccnjoining—de1etion transformations," the

apparent similarity is misleadinge

[llt hides differences among the three authors in
the length and type of structures they conjoin,
Anderson conjoins longer underlying structures than
Hemingway; both writers conjoin underlying
constituent structures more than Stein; she conjoins
more independent clauses than they. (3)
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That is, the guantity of coordination is very similar in each of the

authors' works; the variety of items coordinated or conjoined, however,

is very different.

The "index of coordination" (independent clauses per sentence)
l indicates a second misleading similarity. Hemingway's index of 1.4 and

Anderson's index of 1.2 appear to be in significant contrast with

Stein's index of 1.9. Actually, they are not. Hemingway packs 50% of

_ his coordination into 20% of his sample, which prompts Ardat to remarkz

ETJhis, of course, reveals the unevenness of the
Hemingway style: while the majority of his sentences
are simple and have no coordination, the rest of
these sentences are dense and overcrowded with
conjunctions. (4)

Anderson's conjunctions, however, are more evenly distributed; "rarely

do we find a sentence with more than two conjunctions" (4). Although

Stein's index is higher, she conjoins more independent clauses than

constituent structures (verbal units), which produces a lower

transformational density. The similarities and differences that one

might initially deduce from reading the "index of coordination" are

misleading:

_ [Wlhile Anderson and Hemingway have similar indices
of coordination, they differ in their use of
coordinated structures as well as in the
distribution of their conjunctions in their samples.
(4)
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Moreover, Stein's index, which would seem to indicate a greater density

of style, is also misleading, for her use of coordination actually

"gives the effect of syntactic immaturity or naivete--the ang plus

subject plus verb pattern of grade pupils" (5).

A third statistical similarity among the authors is their use of

time adverbials that precede independent clauses. Hemingway's and

Anderson's use of adverbials differs from Stein's, for she is primarily
[

concerned with the "psychological" or "subjective" time of the mind,

whereas Hemingway and Anderson are concerned with the "chronological"

time of the external world, as in these examples:

;g the early morning on the lake sitting in the
‘

stern of the boat with his father rowing, he felt
quite sure that he would never die. [Hemingway]

gg §aturday afternoog they hitched a team of horses
to a three-seated wagon and went to town.
[Anderson]

ggg theg gg first he had not cared to know
Melanctha, and gheg gg did begig gg knog he; he had
not liked her very well, and he had not thought that
she would ever come to any good. [Stein] (Ardat's
5-6; emphasis in Ardat)

Not only does Stein use introductory adverbials differently from

Anderson and Hemingway, but she also uses more adjectives (more than

Anderson and Hemingway combined), more nominal structures, and more noun

clause transformations than either Anderson or Hemingway. Perhaps the

clearest technical difference between Stein's prose and that of Anderson

and Hemingway is that she uses adjectives, especially prenominal

adjectives, twice as frequently as Anderson and Hemingway combined (in

the sample, Stein uses 49 cempared to Hemingway's 23 and Anderson's 19).
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I
Anderson's use of passive voice helps distinguish his prose from

either Hemingway's or Stein's (Anderson 20%, Stein 4%, Hemingway 8%).

Ardat suggests that passive voice is especially appropriate for

glggggggg, Qglg, where the pattern of life is "passive and observing"

and "people do not seem to act . . . but rather are acted upon"«

[gg Richmond ggggg ggg ggllg gg limestone, and,
although lg ggg gglg lg ggg village gg gggg become

· ggg gggg, had in reality grown more beautiful with

V
every passing year. (Ardat's 8; emphasis in Ardat)

A
Anderson's extensive use of passive voice permits him to embed clauses

within clauses; this, too, he does more often than the other authors.

Ardat concludes that Stein's prose differs most often: "She writes

longer sentences and shorter clauses, and uses prenominal adjectives and

medial branching modification differently" (10). Hemingway and Anderson

share thirty syntactic similarities as compared to ten differences; but

Ardat notes, they are not "so much alike that one might confuse a page

of their prose" (10-11). Anderson's regular use of passive voice gives

his style "anything but the hard and lean quality of Hemingway['sJ"

(11). And Hemingway's shorter sentences and smaller index of

subordination confer "an extraordinary weight upon the nouns and the

verbs" (11).

_ In short, Ardat contends that "if these three writers do belong to

the same school of prose style, they do so with important differences

among them" (11).

I
I...__„__„
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This selective survey indicates that, · indeed, Hemingway has been

associated with Anderson and Stein both during his lifetime and since

his death. At the same time that this survey documents the association

of the three writers, it reveals, partly, how literary history is made.
1

When enough assertions, either substantiated or unsubstantiated, are

made by enough critics and reviewers, these assertions eventually and

inevitably begin to edge their way into literary histories. Both weak
i

and strong arguments about influence, by virtue of either their validity

_ or their repetition, have found a home in the standard commentary about

Hemingway. Tgg Oxfogg Comganiog gg Ageggcag Lgterature states blankly

that Hemingway was "influenced . . . by Gertrude Stein, whose style

strongly affected him" (364); Marcus Gunliff's [gg ggteraturg gg ggg

Uniteg ätateg relates that "when [Hemingway] arrived in Paris in 1922,

bearing a letter of introduction from Sherwood Anderson to Gertrude

Stein, he was still a humble novice in the world of letters, grateful

when she and Ezra Pound bluepencilled his first efforts . . . " (271).

And David Anderson, in "Sherwood Anderson in Retrospect," assures

readers that "not only did Anderson's literary style influence Hemingway

and through Hemingway an entire generation of American writers, but also

the thematic ties between them are quite close" (179). But many of the

assertions upon which Hart, Gunliff, and Anderson base their

observations are doubtful, for, as the survey indicates, well-argued

theses, grounded in the primary material, are the exception;

impressionistic generalizations are the rule.
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A Reevaluation of Anderson's and Stein's

Influence upon Hemingway

Was Hemingway influenced by Stein and Anderson? Without a doubt,

he was, And he was influenced by his apprenticeship as a journalist,

his work as a ambulance driver, his childhood days in Michigan, his

A relationship with his parents, and a multitude of other experiences too

numerous to be treated in this study. In short, the question of fact,
° "Was Hemingway influenced by Anderson and Stein?" is rhetoricals of

course he was, But the question of quality, "What kind of influence

exist?" and the question of definition, "Upon which points was he

inf1uenced?" are candidates for speculation,

Among those stylistic characteristics discussed in the historical

survey, three distinguish themselves as attracting the most attention

and controversye repetition, colloquialisms, and individuality. The

remainder of this study aims to test the assertions of critics and

reviewers about these stylistic features, for upon these assertions rest

current notions about the influences on one of America's most popular

writers,

· Repetition

Critics insist in attributing Hemingway's use of repetition to

Stein's influence, Their insistence that Hemingway learned repetition

26
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from one of his contemporaries is odd; repetition, as a rhetorical and

poetical device, is practiced and endorsed by the ancients, and no

textbook on classical or modern rhetoric would be complete if it did not

make this point. Nonetheless, Rosenfeld, in 1925, claims that Stein's

influence upon Hemingway's Lg Our Time is ”obvious," citing particularly

her "steady reiterations" (Meyers 68); and Bishop, too, finds that "it

was from IStein's1 prose that [Hemingway] learned to employ the

V
repetition of American speech without monotony" (Bishop 61). Somers is

4 equally certain that Anderson and Hemingway were, on the point of

repetition, both the pupils of Gertrude Stein.

Hemingway employs stylistic repetition throughout the stories of Lg

Oug T;me and Lgree Stories ggg Len Eoems. This repetition enables him

to enhance his "noun-heavy" style by calling attention to particular

concrete details. Richard Peterson suggests that one effect of

Hemingway's repetition is "to gain intensity by stressing a limited

number of things” (19). In "Mr. and Mrs. Elliot" (1926), for example,

Hemingway repeats the words try and sick five times in the first five

sentences:

Mr. and Mrs. Elliot trieg very hard to have a baby.
They trieg as often as Mrs. Elliot could stand it.
They tried in Boston after they were married and
they tried coming over on the boat. They did not

. try very often on the boat because Mrs. Elliot was
quite sick. She was sick and when she was sick she
was sick as Southern women are gggk. (§§ 161; my
emphasis)
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Hemingway's calculated repetition urges the reader to associate "Mr. and

Mrs. Elliot." "tried to have a baby." and "sick" and allows him to

characterize the Elliets economically.

Hemingway uses repetition differently in "Cat in the Rain" (1924).

In this story. the basic tension derives from the discrepancy between

the protagonist's "likes" and "wants." The narrator records the woman's

appreciation for the keeper of the hotel where she and her inattentive
I

husband are the only Americans:

l He stood behind his desk at the far end of the
dim room. The wife liked him. She liked the deadly
serious way he received any complaints. She liked
his dignity. She liked the way he wanted to serve
her. She liked the way he felt about being a hotel-
keeper. She liked his old. heavy face and his big ·
hands.

Liking him she opened the door and looked out.
(§§ 168)

But her "likes" are rapidly subsumed by her "wants"; and. prompted by
‘ her husband's apparent lack of concern. she articulates her wants in a

frustrated outburst:

I want to pull my hair back tight and smooth and
make a big knot at the back that I can feel . . . .
I want to have a kitty to sit on my lap and purr
when I stroke her. . . . And I want to eat at a
table with my own silver and I want candles. And I
want it to be spring and I want to brush my hair out

_ in front of a mirror and I want a kitty and I want
some new clothes. . . Anyway. I want a cat . . . I
want a cat. I want a cat now. (§§ 169-170)

Here Hemingway's repetition reveals the woman's frustration. Moreover.

by having the woman declare "I want" ten times in a short space.
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Hemingway allows the reader to sense, directly, the urgency of the

woman's need for fulfillment.

In "Up in Michigan” (1922), written nearly two years before either

"Mr. and Mrs. Elliot" or ”Cat
in the Rain," Hemingway uses repetition

in a more sophisticated fashion:

[Jim! liked her face because it was so jolly but he
never thought about her.

· Liz liked Jim very much. She liked the way he
walked over from the shop and often went to the
kitchen door to watch for him to start down the

_ road. She liked it about his moustache. She liked
it about how white his teeth were when he smiled.
She liked it very much that he didn't look like a
blacksmith. She liked it how much D. J. Smith and
Mrs. Smith liked Jim. One day she found that she
liked it the way the hair was black on his arms and
how white they were above the_tanned line when he
washed up in the washbasin outside the house.
Liking that made her feel funny. (§§ 81)

Here the same word, like, is used by both characters to describe their

feelings toward one another. Jim likes Liz's face, but he never thinks

about her; his attraction to Liz is superficial, uncalculated, physical.

Conversely, galthough Jim's physique attracts Liz, she admires his

disposition and his relationship with the Smiths. The disparity between

the way that these two young people like each another is demonstrated at

the end of the story when Jim becomes drunk, brutally seduces Liz, and

falls asleep, still atop her.

Stein employs repetition much more than Hemingway does. Both

authors use repetition to generate emphasis, yet they employ the

technique in radically different ways, achieving radically different
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effects. Jayne Walker explains that ”repetition is central to the mode

of realism Stein created in 'Melanctha,' a densely patterned textual

surface that models the process by which thoughts take shape into

language" (38). Walker suggests that Stein's repetitions "embody the

slow revelutions" of a character's mind (32); they "dramatize more

directly the impasse [that] characters have talked themselves into"

(35). Finally, however, "Melanctha" "demonstrates the impotence of
V

repetition, in the speeches and thoughts of its characters, more

systematically than its power" (41). Because of this, claims Walker,

”after completing Three gives, Stein soon lost interest in the problem

of representing the speech and thought patterns of characters whose

command ef the language is limited . . .” (41). Stein turned her

attention toward "repetition as history" in 1909, when Hemingway was

about ten years old.

Richard Bridgman helps to place Stein's use of repetitien in an

historical context, linking her with Henry James and claiming that her

repetitions are "variations . . . played upon exactly the same kind of

repetitiens Isabel Archer employed, 'Osmend's beautiful mind, Osmond's

beautiful mind'” (179). And, using the following passage, Bridgman also

helps to explain how Stein's repetition in "Helanctha"_functions:

A IT COULD NEVER GOME TO MELANCTHA to ask Rose te
let her. IT COULD NEVER COME TO MELANCTHA to think
that Rose would ask her. IT WOULD NEVER EVER COME
TO MELANCTHA to want it, if Rose should ask her, but
Melanctha would have done it for the safety she
always felt when she was near her. Melanctha
Herbert wanted badly to be safe now, but this living
with her, that, Rose would never give her. ROSE HAD
STRONG THE SENSE for proper conduct, ROSE HAD STRONG
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THE SENSE to get straight always what she wanted,
and she always knew what was the best thing she
needed and always Rose got what she wanted,
(Bridgman 180; emphasis in Bridgman)

Bridgman suggests that such repetition "graphically expresses" the chief

differences between Melanctha, who is subtle, intelligent, and complex,

and Rose, who is shrewd, simple, and selfish (180), Noting that

Melanctha's phrases shift slightly with each repetition whereas Rose's

remain unchanged, Bridgman concludes that "it is abundantly clear why

. Rose always got what she wanted" (180), Bridgman finds that Stein's

extremely frequent repetitions produce "clots of extended, revolving,

repeated conversations strung upon a simple, short narrative line"

(182), And it is upon this point that Stein's repetition differs most

from Hemingway's• her repetition invites monotony and jeopardizes her

effectiveness,

Those who argue that Stein's use of repetition influenced

Hemingway's assume that the two authors use repetition similarly,

Typically cited to substantiate the claim is the following passage from

"Melanctha“:
1

Jefferson Campbell was a man who liked everybody and
many people liked very much to be with him, Women
liked him, he so strong, and good, and
understanding, and innocent, and firm, and gentle,

- (Stein 129)

Somers suggests that "a quick look" at this passage and at the passage

from "Up in Michigan” (previously cited, page 29) will ”show how

justified” critics are in designating Stein as the ”source or
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inspiration for Hemingway's repetitiveness" (53). Fenton makes a

similar assertion; suggesting that Hemingway's own work began to reflect

the method of repetition that he had observed in Stein's Three hive; and

[he Making gg Amerlcans:

It was particularly apparent in "Up in Michigan,"
which can be regarded as a transition piece; the
story is a blend; in a very loose way, of his joint
obligation to Anderson and Stein. The third

I paragraph of "Up in Michigan"--"I had this
conception of the whole paragraph." Miss Stein once

I said--is wholly the use of repetition for emphasis
A and clarification. . . .

The paragraph illustrates what Stein had in mind
when she later described Hemingway as "such a good
pupil." (Fenton 123)

Actually• Stein "once said" this in 1938, during the time that she and

Hemingway were feuding about who taught what to whom; and when Stein

called Hemingway a "good pupil." her comment was part of a much larger

attack on his physical and mental capabilities. Fenton had to integrate

information imparted in 1938 into his discussion of influence in 1922;

normally, he does not allow such dubious quotations as Stein's to mar

his presentation of Hemingway's apprenticeship.

Moreover, the only similarity between Stein's and Hemingway's

repetition in these passages is that they both repeat the word llke.

Hemingway's use of repetition is extended (ten times to Stein's three)

and is used to reinforce specific thematic concerns of the story.

Stein's repetition follows another tack altogether. for she aims at

capturing the mental processes of a primitive; which prompts her to

emphasize technical matters and subordinate traditionalthematicconcerns.
I

V
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The similarities that Fenton and Somers find "particularly

apparent" are perhaps less obvious than these two critics are willing to

admit; moreover, the passage that Somers selects does not represent

Stein's use of the technique. Stein's repetition is continual in

”Melanctha," as the following passage indicatess

She wondered, often, how she could go on living when
she was so blue.

. Melanctha told Rose one day how a woman whom she
knew had killed herself because she was so blue.

I Helanctha said, sometimes, she thought this was the
best thing for her herself to do.”

Rose Johnson did not see it the least bit that
way.”I

don't see Melanctha why you should talk like
you would kill yourself just because you're blue.
I'd never kill myself Melanctha just 'cause I was
blue. I'd maybe kill somebody else Melanctha 'cause
I was blue, but I'd never kill myself. If I ever
killed myself Melanctha it'd be by accident, and if
I ever killed myself by accident Helanctha, I'd be
awful sorry." (87)

In this typical passage. Stein's use of repetition differs clearly and

radically from Hemingway's use in lg Ou; lime and ”Up in Hichigan."

Even though Hemingway and Stein use repetition differently,

Hemingway might have been ”inspired"--to use Somers's term--by Stein.

Certainly both Anderson and Stein could have encouraged Hemingway to use

repetition, but critics seldom consider Hemingway's earlier works or

other models of repetition in addition to those offered by Anderson and

Stein. Hemingway's early journalism demonstrates that he used

repetition for effect. In "Mix War, Art and Dancing," published by the

ßansas Cgty §ta; on 21 April 1918, Hemingway describes a ”merry crowd of
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soldiers from Camp Funston and Fort Leavenworth [who] fox trotted and

one-stepped with girls from the Fine Arts School" (Brucceli, Cub 56),

In reporting the story, Hemingway neticed the keen juxtaposition between

the gaiety among the "haves" and the alienation among the "have-nots,”

Here the "have-nots” are represented by a where whose presence

punctuates the brief article-—"0utside a woman walked along the wet

street-lamp lit sidewalk through the sleet and snow"--at the beginning,

middle, and end (Bruccoli, Cub 56-57), Hemingway's co—workers in Kansas

_ City commended him for the story's effectiveness, which was no doubt

aided by his calculated use of repetition. Although this article does

not illustrate the kind of repetitien that Hemingway later employed in
”Up

in Michigan," it does contain repeated, parallel sentence structure

and demonstrates Hemingway's familiarity with repetition as a technique.

Following his work for the Kansas City Star, Hemingway worked for

the Toronto Sta; Weekly. In "A Free Shave" (6 March 1920) Hemingway

practices the kind of repetition that appears in ”Up
in Michigan"

(1922):

The land of the free and the home of the brave is
the modest phrase used by certain citizens of the
republic to the south of us to designate the country
they live in. They may be brave--but there is
nothing free. Free lunch passed some time ago and
on attempting to join the Free Masons you are

p informed it will cost you seventy-five dollars.
The true home of the free and the brave is the

barber college. Everything if free there, And you
have to brave, (White 5)

Entering the barber college, the reporter declaresz

”I'm going ugstairs.”
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Ugstairs is where the free werk is dene by the
beginners. . . .

”He's going ugstairs." said a barber in a hushed
voice. . . .

"He's going ugstairs." the other echeed him and
they loeked at one another.

I went ugstairs.
Ugstairs there was a crowd ef young fellows

standing around in white jackets. . . . (White 5)

Hemingway also practiced repetition in his informal writing. as his

· letter to Marcelline (20 Hay 1921). his sister who was. at the time. in

the hospital following an appendectomy. illustratesz

Dearest Carved Ivory:

Hope the 'domen is feeling in good shape. Gee I
was sorry when I heard that you were to go under the
knife. There's nothing that bothers me like having
a dear old friend or relative go under the knife.

Conversation with the male parent however
elicited the information that you had come out from

_ under the knife in nice shape. (§L 49)

Hemingway goes on to repeat the phrase fourteen times in his ”hard-

boiled” fashion of conveying his sympathies.

Clearly capable of using repetition effectively in his journalism

and correspondence. Hemingway also had several models beyond those that

Anderson and Stein offered. Stephen Crane uses repetition in "The Open

Beat" (1897) in much the same fashion that Hemingway uses it in "Cat in

the Rain." Like the woman who feels isolated from her husband and

alienated from the non-Americans at the hotel. the correspondent. rowing

a lifeboat containing three companions. becomes frustrated and laments:

"If I am going to be drowned--if I am going to be
drowned--if I am going to be drowned. why. in the
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name of the seven mad gods who rule the sea, was I
allowed to come thus far and contemplate sand and
trees?”

During this dismal night, it may be remarked that
a man would conclude that it was really the
intention of the seven mad gods to drown him, ’
despite the abominable injustice of it. For it was
certainly an abominable injustice to drown a man who
had worked so hard, so hard. The man felt it would

· be a crime most unnatural. Other people had drowned
at sea since galleys swarmed with painted sails, but
still--. . . . (Crane 293-94)

U
The correspondent's despair, brought about by the discrepancy between

the way things ought to be and the way they are, resembles the woman's

frustrations in "Cat in the Rain." Just as Hemingway uses "try to have

a baby" and ”sick" in ”Mr. and Mrs. Elliot,” Crane, in ßggglgz A Glrl gg

the Streets, uses the word "forgive" to help the reader understand the

character of Maggie's mother. “Yeh'll fergive her now, Mary, won't

yehs, dear," says Miss South, a neighbor who has come to console the

mother after her banished child has dieds "yeh'll fergive her, Mary!

Yeh'll fergive yer bad, bad chil'! . . . Yeh'll fergive yer bad girl?"

Again and again the neighbor puts forth the question, until finally the

mother cries:‘”Oh, yes, I'll fergive her! I'll fergive her!” (188-89).

Other than Crane, Hemingway had numerous models from which he could

have learned the effectiveness of repetition. The King Jame version of

the Old Testament, which Marcelline claims Hemingway devoured ”every

word of," provides numerous examples of repetition: twenty-one of the

first thirty-one verses of Genesis begin with "And God" and are usually

followed by a verb; "it was good" and ”it was so" conclude many of the

verses.
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Repetition has been a part of culture since the oral tradition; it

has been recognized as a poetical and rhetorical device for centuries;

it has been the subject of the theoretical speculations--related, causal

sequences versus isolated, repeated events--of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche,

I
William James, and Barthes (Walker 43). In short, there could hardly be

an older or more well-known stylistic device.

Why, then, the loud insistence that one twentieth-century author

I
learned it from another twentieth-century author? This question plagued

I
I an anonymous reviewer for the Ngg York [;ges as early as 1934:

Miss Stein had been credited with influencing the
prose style of Sherwood Anderson, Hemingway, and
other contemporary writers. She has taught them, we
are told, the value of repetition, of the short
sentence, of the sparing use of adjectives. It is
true that these characteristics emerge from such of
Hiss Stein's writings as make some concessions to
intelligibility but why must we be asked to accept
three of the oldest devices known to rhetoric as a
twentieth-century revelation? ("But A Stein" 10)

Miss Stein herself encourage us to accept that she influenced

Hemingway's use of repetition, In [hg Agtobiograghy gg Alicg §. Toklas

(1933), written at the height of her antagonism for Hemingway, Stein

explains how Hemingway "sat in front of Gertrude Stein and listened and

1ooked" (212); she explains how she told the young Hemingway to "begin

over again and concentrate" (213). She explains how she and Sherwood

Anderson "£ormed" Hemingway and how they were "a little proud and a

little ashamed of the work of their minds" (216). One reason, then, I
I

· that associations are made between Stein and Hemingway is that Stein I

encouraged them. I
I
I
I

I
I

I I
I I
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A second reason that the writers are often associated is that

reviewers like Edmund Wilson classify them as being in a "school by

themselves.” One cannot underestimate the importance of such a

statement made by an influential critic like Wilson. Wilson's later

prominence. no doubt. helped to ensure that his comment would be

included in anthologies of critical reception; unfortunately the common-

sensical. but anonymous. remarks of the reviewer for the Egg [gg; [ggg;
l

have escaped anthologies for the past half-century.

4 A third reason that we are encouraged to associate the repetition

of Stein and Hemingway is that they lived and wrote during what many

recognize as the last formal movement in American letters. That they

lived and wrote at the same time and that they were friends and literary

confidants make it convenient to associate them. to classify them as

”expatriate" writers. and to remark upon similarities that may or may

not exist.

Testing contemporary notions about Stein's influence on Hemingway's

repetition provides two matters for consideration: first. Hemingway

demonstrated his ability to use repetition effectively in his journalism

and correspondence; and. second. Hemingway had access to other models of

repetition that more clearly resemble his use of word repetition than

does Stein's work.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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Colloquialisms

Hemingway's use of colloquialisms--words or phrases in everyday

use--also attracts a great deal of attention from critics who attribute

influence to Sherwood Anderson. Discussions of Anderson's influence

upon Hemingway's use of colloquialisms depend solely upon the comparison

of two stories: Anderson's ”I
Want to Know Why." which first appeared in

. the Smagt §et (November. 1919). and Hemingway's "My Old Han.” which

first appeared in Best §hor; Stories gg 1923 (1924). Comparing these
’ two stories. Flanagan claims that Hemingway learned from Anderson the

”poetic use of the familiar and the routine" (520); Young identifies "My

Old Man" as Hemingway's ”clearest direct obligation" to Anderson (177);

and Somers argues that "Anderson's influence upon the younger writer is

most evident“ in "My Old Han" (40).

The stories indeed share certain general characteristics that

Philip Young identifies:

The clearest direct obligation of the Three §tories
is to Sherwood Anderson. “My Old Han.” a good piece
in its own right. is Hemingway's version of one of
Anderson's best efforts. the widely reprinted "I ‘
Want to Know Why." which had appeared two years
earlier. Both stories are about horse racing. and
are told by boys in their own vernacular. In each
case the boy has to confront mature problems while
undergoing a painful disillusionment with an older

_ man he had been strongly attached to. It doesn't
look like coincidence. (Young 177)

William Phillips concurs. suggesting that "My Old Man" "appeared to be

conscious imitation" (Phillips. "Pupils” 204). On the basis of these
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similarities. general attributions such as Planagan's, which suggests

that Hemingway owes a great debt to Anderson, arise. The purpose of

examining these stories is three-feld: to determine the degree to which

Anderson's "I Want to Know Why" influenced Hemingway's ”My
Old Man," te

estimate the significance of this influence. and to consider other

possible sources of influence.

A Actually the similarities between the two stories are superficial;
I

moreover. neither story is typical of either author's canon. Andersen's

A narrator, a boy. makes no attempt to hide the fact that he is telling a

stery. He regularly reminds the reader that "this is a story" by

supplying background information throughout and by_ inserting comments

such as "Well. I must tell you about what we did and let you in on what

I'm talking about" and "That's what I'm writing about. . . . Here it

is" (Geismar 6.9). These comments do not encourage the reader to

suspend his disbelief and vicariously experience the action; the reader

must be content to hear the story second-hand. Also. the central

conflict in the story is very abstract: the boy believes that he and the

jockey Jerry Tillford have a common bond; when Jerry visits a

prostitute, the boy cannot understand how the two could have this bond

if Jerry could "kiss a woman like that . . ." (13). The bond that the

boy believed he had with the jockey is difficult to define for both the

boy and the reader.

The tension that drives Hemingway's ”Hy Old Han" is much more

concrete: the narrator's father. an ethical and disciplined jockey•

struggles with the shady businessmen of horseracing and his own tendency
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to be overweight. He provides an admirable model for his son, Joe, by

rigorously exercising to combat his weight problem and by refusing to

comply with the corrupt gamblers. The narrator allows the reader to

understand the bond between father and son by showing them exercising

and talking together; that is, he ghggg the reader the relationship

between father and son, whereas Anderson's narrator tgllg the reader

about his relationship with Jerry Tillford. By showing, rather thanI
telling, Hemingway's narrator encourages the reader to suspend his

4 disbelief and directly experience the action in the story.

Anderson's "I Want to Know Why" and Hemingway's "My Old Han" are

similar in that they both have a race track as the setting for stories

about the relationship between a boy and an older man. Therefore,

Hemingway's contention, "I don't think they're anything alike," is

untrue (Wilson 117), but Young's suggestion that "My Old Han" is similar

enough to "I Want to Know Why" to be labeled a "version" is equally

inaccurate. Hemingway borrows neither the central tension nor his

method of presenting it from Anderson. However, Anderson's story,

written collequially, may have encouraged Hemingway to experiment with

the colloquial style himself.

In his thorough analysis of the two stories, Paul Somers compares

the "colloquial style" of Anderson and Hemingway, defining it as

followsz

"[C]olloquial" will refer to a literary style which
strives to recreate the informal usage and speech
rhythms of ordinary people by relying chiefly en the
use of interjections for emphasis, understatement, 1
repetition as a rhymthic and thematic device, and

}
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polysyndeton, the linking of simple sentences with a
conjunction, (Somers 43)

Somers finds that, on all points but understatement, Hemingway's prose

is actually truer to the colloquial style than Anderson's, These

findings would seem to upset the traditional claim that Hemingway

learned to use the colloquial style from Anderson, but they do not,

Hemingway was experimenting with style a great deal during his early
.·

years as a writer; that "Hy Old Han" is truer to the colloquial style

ß than "I Want to Know Why" indicates how deeply conscious Hemingway was

about the styles he was experimenting with, A
Hemingway scholars will, in all likelihood, never know if Hemingway

conducted more than this single experiment in the colloquial style,

eighteen stories and a first novel having been stolen from Hadley in

December, 1922; but they can be certain that Hemingway experimented with

more styles than Anderson's, Donald Wright, who lived with Hemingway in

„ Chicago while Anderson paid occasional visits, remembers that Hemingway

”was trying any and every kind of writing at the time--he even fired out

satirical rewrites of world news to Vanity [gig, to no avail” (Fenton

87),

Anderson is often treated as if he were the primary influence upon

Hemingway's colloquial style, Somers, for example, takes great pains to

tabulate the "colloquial interjections,” such as “gee," "gosh," and

"well," of Anderson and Hemingway (finding them fairly well matched);

yet Somers fails to consider other models with which Hemingway was

equally familiar, as sources for Hemingway's colloquial style,

1
1
1
1

ii___ _ _ _ _ _i_i___i_i__________.___._„.........„.1............................-------J
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Hemingway's writings for his high school paper, The Trageze, °
include "A 'Ring Lardner' on the Bloomington Game," "Our 'Ring Lardner'

Jr. Breaks into Print with A1l—Cook County Eleven," ”'Ring Lardner

Junior' Writes About Swimming Meet," ”Ring Lardner, Jr., Discourses on

Editorials,” and ”Ring Lardner Returns" (Bruccoli, Agpgenticeshig vii-

viii). The place designated for Ring Lardner in literary history is

humble. Remembered today for a few stories, Lardner was, in his day, an

·

A
acclaimed newspaper columnist--his stories syndicated in more than

eighty papers weekly. His popularity was such that H. L. Mencken

estimated:

Ring Lardner will go down into the literary history
of the United States as the discoverer of the
American Language. We had had, to be sure, dialect
writers before him, but he was the first to unearth
and display the general dialect of the
country . . . . (Bruccoli, Bibliography 43)

In addition to his newspaper columns, Lardner wrote short fiction,
A

lyrics for sheet music, scripts for music, and a few plays. The

language of his fiction is nearly always colloquial; his short story,

”The Golden Honeymoon,” appearing first in Cosmogolitah (July, 1922)

during the summer that Hemingway wrote
”My Old Man," meets Somers's

every requirement for ”colloquial style.” Like nearly all of Lardner's

fiction, it is full of the informal usage and speech patterns of I
ordinary people: 1

I
I

Mother says that when I start talking I never know I
when to stop. But I tell her the only time I get a I
chance is when she ain't around, so I have to make ·the most of it. I guess the fact is neither one of

·

I
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us would be welcome in a Quaker meeting, but as I
tell Mother, what did God give us tongues for if He
didn't want we should use them? Only she says He
didn't give them to us to say the same thing over
and over agin, like I do, and repeat myself, But I
say: “Well, Mother," I say . , , , (Lardner 123)

The story also contains a multitude of interjections for

emphasis--thirty-eight paragraphs of this short piece begin with ”wel1,"

and he achieves the "chatty, epistolary" effect that Somers attributes
l

hto Anderson, The diction, too, is colloquial; words such as "ain't” and

expressions like "ain't nebody” and "couldn't nobody" abound, The

sentence "You can't get ahead of Mother" occurs throughout the story

much as "Jim certainly was a card!” occurs in "Haircut,” Lardner also

makes much use of polysyndetonz

Well, anyway, they come over to help us celebrate
the Golden Wedding and it was pretty crimpy weather
and the furnace don‘t seem to heat up no more like
it used to and Mother made the remark that she hoped
this winter wouldn't be as cold as the last,

. referring te the winter previous, (Lardner 124)

Hemingway's own attempts at mimicking Lardner's style, printed in

his high school paper, are modestly successful and demonstrate

Hemingway's ability to imitate a style that he has encountered in print:

Dear Pashley:
p Well Pash since you have went and ast [sic} me to

write a story about the swimming meet I will de it
because If [sic] I didn't you might fire me off the
paper and then when I would want to sling the stuff
that Perkins the new air line is named after I would
have to go and be a military lecturer er semething,
(Bruccoli, Apgenticeshig 49)
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Hemingway often uses colloquial interjections in his correspendence.

His letters, especially those written to friends, are filled with

interjections such as ”Gee” and ”0h“ and expressions such as ”Really

Chief" and ”0h Damn it" (§; 2l-22); other letters are seasoned with

”well," ”My Gawd,” and "the dope" (§L 24); and still another letter

reads "Gee it's priceless," "Gee but we will have a good time," and

”Gosh Jenks it will be great" (§L 26-28). Hemingway's own speech, ifA
his correspondence may be taken as a fair representation of it, is full

_ of the "chatty" interjections that Somers attributes to Anderson.

As was the case with repetition, Hemingway's early journalism and

personal correspondence demonstrate that he regularly and effectively

employed colloquialisms. Moreover, one need only turn to a few pages of

Ring Lardner, an immensely popular figure and prolific writer fer more

than a decade before Hemingway started "Hy Old Han," to find another

author who provides an excellent model for the young Hemingway.

l Individual Styles

The third similarity that critics cite among Anderson, Stein, and

Hemingway is more general than either repetition er colloquialisms.

Rooted in such statements as Wi1son's--”indeed, Miss Stein, Mr.

Anderson, and Hr. Hemingway may be said to form a school by

themselves"--it is best summarized by saying that the three artists are

more alike than they are different, which, ef course, is true if one

compares them to Henry James or Jane Austen. But even at this "safe” I

II I
I
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level of generalization, critics seldom demonstrate hew the "fine, bare

effects" and the "sentence structure" of the three are similar. To be

sure, some basic elements of the language appear in Anderson, Stein, and

Hemingway; but just as different mathematicians use common formulas and

properties toward various ends, so too do these three authors achieve

different effects by manipulating some basic elements of the language.

Testing the general assertion, "They are more alike than they ared
different,” will involve, first, identifying the stylistic

_ characteristics common to the three authors, and, second, identifying

those features that distinguish the authors from one another.

Determining the degree to which Hemingway may be indebted to Anderson

and Stein will involve a review of some of Hemingway's earlier works as

well as a discussion of other possible models.

Ahmad Ardat examines some similarities among the styles of

Anderson, Stein, and Hemingway, confirming the common notion that all

three authors use coordination and simple syntax, but he realizes that

"if these writers do belong to the same school of prose style, they do

so with important differences among them" (Ardat 11).

One chief difference, the use of repetition, between Stein's

"Helanctha" and Hemingway's Lg gg; Iimg has already been examined. A

second chief difference stems from Stein's profound interest in William

James's theories about consciousness. According to James, consciousness

is based on "the habitual association of things previously experienced

as existing together in time and space" (Dubnick 8). But James also

suggests that the "association by simi1arity" of items not linked in
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time and space also contributes to consciousness; for example, "the moon

resembles a gas jet, it also resembles a football; but a gas jet and a

football are not similar to each other" (Dubnick 8), Stein applies

James's notion of ”association by similarity" to her words, replacing

Platonic notions about the relationship of words and things with a

referential system of signs and signifieds. One way that Stein's

awareness of James's theories manifests itself in "Melanctha” is through

the many instances where she "stacks" modifiers, The following passages

_ illustrate this practice:

[Melanctha] tended Rose, and she was patient,
submissive, soothing, and untiring, while the
sullen, childish, cowardly, black Rosie grumbled and
fussed and howled and made herself to be an
abomination and like a simple beast. (Stein 85)

Why did the subtle, intelligent, attractive, half
white girl Melanctha Herbert love and do for and
demean herself in service to this coarse, decent,
sullen, ordinary, black childish, Rose and why was
this unmoral, promiscuous, shiftless Rose married,
and that's not so common either, to a good man of
the negroes, while Melanctha with her white blood
and attraction and her desire for a right position
had not yet been really married, (Stein 86)

These passages simultaneously illustrate a chief similarity,

coordination, and a chief difference, "stacked modifiers,” between the

styles of Hemingway and Stein. Stein stacks her modifers to create a

microcosmic referential world for her readers, allowing them to combine

and shuffle the modifiers toward the end of understanding her

characters. Hemingway would be much more likely to say "Melanctha is
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good" or "Helanctha is a fine woman," using subjective modification that

requires the reader to call upon his own experience to inject valuative

meaning into the modifier; Stein, cenversely, attempts to provide the

reader with experience gg hg reads the list of modifiers se that he can

derive a referential meaning, These different methods of modification

place radically different demands upon the reader and suggest that,

although Hemingway and Stein use similar diction, their words function

differently, A
_ Stein's prose also differs from Hemingway's in its expansiveness

and obscurity, One reason fer this, as noted by Dubnick, is that

Stein's early, obscure style parallels ”the visual obscurity of analytic

cubism” (Dubnick 18), which prompts Stein to expand "a kernel sentence

into a longer, more complex, and often more ambiguous syntactic

structure" (Dubnick 11), The analytic cubism of Picasso and Braque, as

described by Norman Weinstein, clearly contributes to the style of

”Helanctha“: ·
The whole picture surface is brought to life by the
1¤te,a¤t1¤„ of the shaded, angular planes, Some of
these planes seem to recede away from the eye into
shallow depth, but this sensation is always
counteracted by a succeeding passage which will lead
the eye forward again up on to the picture plane,
The optical sensation produced is comparable to that
of running one's hand over an immensely elaborate,

„ subtly carved sculpture in low relief, (Dubnick 4)

But Stein's medium is words, And because the conventional manipulation

of words will net gain the effect that Stein seeks, her style will

necessarily deviate from the norm, as Halker describes:
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In ”Me1anctha,” deformations of syntax and
repetitions of words and syntactical structures
radically foreground the materiality of language as
an unwieldly medium the characters must work with,
and against, in their efforts to resolve complex‘ moral and emotional issues. Like a Cezanne canvas,
the assertive surface of this text resists easy
comprehension and forces the reader to participate
in its rhythmic patterning. In a Cezanne painting,
the artfully patterned surface models the process of
perceiving physical objects; in “Melanctha," it
embodies the slowly revolving thought processes of
the characters as they take shape in language.

. (Walker 32-33)

One of Stein's primary stylistic aims in “Melanctha," to capture the

thought processes of the primitive, necessitates an expanding style.

This expansion differs from Hemingway's economy and condensation.

Cezanne and Flaubert leave a third mark on Stein's style that she

does not share with Hemingway. Stein, herself, in "A Transatlantic

Interview,” identifies the source and nature of this difference:

Everything I have done has been influenced by
Flaubert and Cezanne, and this gave me a new feeling
about composition. Up to that time composition had
consisted of a central idea, to which everything
else was an accompaniment and separate but was not
an end in itself, and Cezanne conceived the idea
that in composition one thing was as important as
another. . . . [TJhat impressed me enormously, and
it impressed me so much that I began to write Three
Lives under this influence and this idea of
composition. (Dubnick 18)

Cezanne's ideas help to explain why Stein abandons standard dicta about

beginnings, middles, and ends, and why she writes "Melanctha" without a

sense of rising and falling action, because ”each episode is given equal

weight” (Dubnick 19). Many things happen in ”Melanctha": the wounding
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of Helanctha's father in a razor fight; the death of Rose's child; the

courtship ef Melanctha and Jeff Campbell; and the death of Melanctha.

Yet Stein never gives the reader the impression that one incident is

more important than another because each is related with equal force.

Just as Stein's style has characteristics that differentiate her

V prose from Hemingway's. so too does Anderson's style have its own

distinguishing features. Ardat has identified similarities between
I

Anderson and Hemingway. citing particularly coordination and

polysyndeton; but he also suggests that ”important differences" exist

between their styles. One feature that differentiates the prose of

Hemingway and Anderson is the latter's link with the oral tradition of

storytelling. primarily represented by Anderson's use of an intrusive.

though not moralizing. narrator. For example. in "Hands.“ the narrator

presents the scene. then tells the reader. "The story of Wing Biddlebaum

is a story of hands" (28); after briefly returning to the story. the

narrator intrudes again. "The story of Wing Biddlebaum's hands is worth

a book in itself” (29); and. still later. the narrator laments his

powers of storytelling. saying. ”And yet that is but crudely stated“

(31). This narrator also appears in "God1iness" and ”Adventure.”

helping Anderson to create the illusion of the "old man with the white

moustache" who. as ”The Book of the Grotesque" purports. is spinning the

yarns about Winesburg.
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Anderson took care with his narrative intrusions. William

Phillips, in "How Sherwood Anderson Wrote ginesbugg, 0hio," explains how

Anderson revised one of the intrusive passages, softening its effect:

The intrusion of the author into this story,
characteristic of oral storytellers and of
Anderson's borrowing of their technique, did not go
unnoticed by him; they were not merely the slips of
an untrained fiction writer. Although the
intrusions appear in the first writing of the story

· and were not added later, Anderson in several
instances smoothed eff his entrance into the tale
and made his intrusion seem less blunt. Por

A example, "We will look briefly into the story of the
hands. It may be our talking of them will arouse
the poet . . ." was softened to "Let us look briefly
into the story of the hands. Perhaps our talking of
them will arouse the poet . . ." as though the
storyteller realized that he might offend his
audience by directing their attentions too
obviously. (Phillips, "How" 77-78)

In gge Iggggggg gg Spring (1926), a parody of Anderson's Darß gaughtep

(1925), Hemingway uses an extremely intrusive narrator, a feature absent

altogether from gg Oug Iime: "Spring was coming. Spring was in the

air. (Author's Note.--This is the same day on which the story began,

back on page three)" (43). The effect of Hemingway's intrusive narrator

is mildly humorous, especially in the following example, where the

"Author's Note" continues for three pages:

I [og the geadeg, got gg pggnter. gat differegce
does gg gake gg the printeg? ggg gg ggg pgggggg,
gnygay? Gutenberg. . . .

(In case the reader is becoming confused, we are
now up te where the story opened with Yogi Johnson
and Scripps 0'Neil in the pump-factory itself

It is very hard to write this way, beginning
things backward, and the author hopes the reader
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will realize this and not grudge this little word of
explanation. . . .) (46-47)

As his parody implies, Hemingway finds little use for the intrusive

narrator in his own fiction; yet this narrator is well-suited to

ßinesburg and helps Anderson achieve an informal tone.

Anderson's second link with the oral tradition of storytelling--one

that differentiates his prose from Hemingway's--is his "relaxed” style,
L

where the author is in no hurry and he assumes that the reader, also,

_ has plenty of time for hearing the author's tales. "The Philosopher" is

a fine example of Anderson's relaxed style. In this story, Doctor

Percival approaches George Willard, seeming ”intent upon convincing the

boy of the advisibility of adopting a line of conduct that he was

himself unable to define" (50). The doctor follows with a digression

_ until finally (on the fourth page of the story) he remembers: ”I was

going to tell you of my brother. That's the object of all this. That's

what I'm getting at" (52). But, actually, this is not at all what the ·

Doctor is getting at; in fact, the reader is never certain of what the

point of the story is until its conclusion (eight pages later), when the

Doctor says ”If something happens [to me] perhaps you will be able to

write the book that I may never get written” (56). This same unhurried

pace is evident in "A Han of Ideas," as Joe Wellington explains one of

his ideas:

Thoughts rushed through my head. I thought of
subterranean passages and springs. Down under the
ground went my mind, delving about. I sat on the
floor of the bridge and rubbed my head. There
wasn't a cloud in the sky, not one. Come out into

Lgggg_ „
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the street and you'11 see. There wasn't a cloud.
There isn't a cloud now. Yes. there was a cloud.
There was a cloud in the west down near the horizon.
a cloud no bigger than a man's hand. (105)

The passages from "The Phi1osopher" and "A Man of Ideas" represent the

typically relaxed style of the stories of Einesbugg. A similar style

may be found in Hemingway's ”Hy Dld Man." but this story. as previously

explained. is atypical of the Hemingway canon. Hemingway's style.
A

conversely. is ”tight.” reflecting his own desire that a story not

_ occupy any more time or space than is necessary.

Anderson's prose also differentiates itself from Hemingway's in

_ that Anderson. like Stein. abandons the standard dictums concerning

rising and falling action and plot. and he replaces the traditional

climax with the epiphany. David Anderson explains that Anderson's

participation. from 1915 to 1917. in the Chicago Renaissance helped him

gain the confidence to experiment; this renaissance provided ”a literary
‘ movement that was essentially romantic in nature. seeking liberation

from the confines of the old literary forms and styles and emphasizing

new subject matter. new techniques. and a new personal and artistic

freedom from the machine-made culture that had come to dominate America"

(”Insight" 155). The product of Anderson's experimentation. Einesbugg.

Qhig (1919). reflects some of the lessons that Anderson apparently

learned in Chicago: D

There are no carefully-constructed plots. sequences
of significant. incidents. or patterns of rising and
falling action. Rather. the stories are character-
plotted. and each consists of the revelation of the
character core that is the essence of the central

!
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figure's being. Outside events in the stories are
normally of little or no importance except as they
provide opportunity for this revelation, and in
effect Anderson has primarily been providing
opportunity for his reader to peer deeply into a
man's soul as he puts the stories together. In
each, this is but the work of a moment . . . . (D.
Anderson, "Insight" 167)

Whether they are called the "work of a moment," an "epiphany," or "a

dream that was not a dream" (ß 23), the sudden spiritual manifestations
E

in Winesburg occur frequently: George Willard, after his intimacies

with Louise Trunnion, overcomes his fear, concluding, "She hasn't got

anything on me. Nobody knows" (62); Alice Hindman, the pathetic

protagonist of "Adventure," abandoned by her lover, realizes that "many

people must live and die alone, even in Winesburg" (120); and the

Reverend Curtis, sorely tempted by the naked figure of Kate Swift, whom

he observes nightly through a "peep" hole in his window, smashes the

window, realizing that "God [appeared to him! in the person of Kate

Swift" (155). Such dramatic epiphanies are not found in Hemingway's

steries, where, although the characters do come to realizations, the

"sudden spiritual manifestation" does not occur.

Yet another way in which Anderson's Einesburg and Hemingway's Lg

gg; Igmg differ is in how the stories relate to one another. The

stories of Einegbugg share a common background and a common tune, and

all the stories, to varying degrees, contribute to the reader's

understanding of George Willard, who, although he is not the central

character of each story, could be considered the protagonist of

Winesbugg. In fact, as Edwin Fussell persuasively argues, Winesburg can

I
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be considered a "portrait of the artist as a young man," the

Bildungsgoman, of George Willard, the central character, who, at the

close of the collection, abandons the town and its grotesques to become

a writer (107), The interrelation of the stories in Einesburg is

achieved, as William Phillips demonstrates, primarily through the

recurrence of central characters throughout the collection:

- As the streets led to each other, and all branched
from Main Street, so one scrap of action led to
another, and each had some reference to George

_ Willard, In "Drink" it was mentioned in passing
that George Willard, like Tom Foster, had a
"sentiment concerning Helen White" in his heart.
From this brief casual reference must have grown the
conception of George Willard's love affair with
Helen White which furnishes part of the interest in
"The Thinker" and the entire interest in
"Sophistication," both later stories, and which in
turn suggested George Willard's adventures with the
two other girls of the town, Louise Trunnion and
Belle Carpenter, in "Nobody Knows" and "An
Awakening." George's walk with Belle Carpenter in
"An Awakening" provided a beginning for Wash
William's lecture on women to George in
"Respectability." The outbreak of George's
schoolteacher in "The Teacher" led Anderson to
wonder what effect she had on others of the town,
and in "The Strength of God" he described her impact
upon the Presbyterian minister. Kate Swift's naked
form at prayer beside her bed suggested to him
another sexually frustrated spinster, Alice Hindman•
who runs naked into the street in "Adventure."
("How" 73-74)

The stories clearly derive "additional power"--to use Phillips's
Lphrase--from one another, because, as Fussell claims, "the addition of a
Isingle note can change the character of a chord" (105). Anderson
Iaccomplishes this interrelatedness by allowing each story to contribute
I

I

I
I

I
__ __
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a ”part" to the ”whole" of the Einesburg collection. The "whole" of

Einesbugg could arguably be the collection's theme of isolation, in

which case the reader comes to understand Winesburg's isolation by

understanding how its residents are isolated from their peers and

themselves. The "whole” of Einesbugg could also be considered the

maturation of the protagonist, George Willard, in which case the

individual ”parts,“ the separate stories, combine to supply the reader
1

with the ”whole“ of George's maturation, his realizations, his town, and

A his reasons for leaving it. In any case, the stories of Einesburg are

interrelated in a part-to-whole fashion, with each story contributing to

the effect and relevance of the others. That the Winesburg collection

fits together well makes it similar to Lg Q3; Timg, but that this

interrelatedness in accomplished in a part-to-whole fashion makes it

very different. •

Hemingway's prose, like Anderson's and Stein's, has its own

distinguishing features. For example, where Stein's prose is expansive,

her meaning often opaque, and her modifiers· stacked, and where

Anderson's prose is relaxed, unhurried, and characterized by an

intrusive narrator, Hemingway's prose is economical. His claim, in A

ßoveablg [ggg; (134), that Ezra Pound "taught me to distrust adjectives

as I would later learn to distrust certain people in certain

situations," is substantiated by Harold Hurwitz, who in ”Hemingway's

Tutor, Ezra Pound," examines three versions of Hemingway's inter-”
1I1

_ _. __ __.l__in__„g__.g___g___......................._......................................J
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chapter, "Minarets stuck up in the rain of Andrianople across the

mudflats":

Between the first and the last [versions], Hemingway
reduced the 241 words to 121, the more than thirty
descriptive adjectives to ten, and made every one of
them hard and clear. In addition, he shortened the
length of the sentences, changed some of the
adjectives to past participles, added several
present participles and made almost all of sentences
simple and declarative. (476)

This kind of revision may well have been encouraged by Ezra Pound, who

— had indicated as much by endorsing the Imagiste Manifesto, which called

for the "direct treatment of the 'thing,' whether subjective or

objective," and recommended that the writer "use absolutely no word that

did not contribute to the presentation" (Kenner 177).

More than Stein and Anderson, Hemingway is concerned with finding

the least number of words to convey his meaning. As he wrote to Bernard

Berenson in 1953, "There are only certain words which are valid and
I

similies {sic] . . . are like defective ammunition (the lowest thing

that I can think of at this time)" (§h 809). Hemingway did not, with

the exception of "My Old Man," strive for a loose, conversational style

such as Anderson's; nor was he obsessed with relating the thought

processes of the primitive, like Stein, Hemingway "whittled a style for

his time from a walnut stick"--to borrow from Archibald MacLeish's

"years of the dog"--(Raeburn vii); he employed condensation to the point

of exclusion. This exclusion, subsequently dubbed the "iceberg theory,"

is articulated in Death gh the Afternooh (1932):
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If a writer of prose knows enough about what he is
writing about he may omit things that he knows and
the reader, if the writer is writing truly enough,
will have a feeling of those things as strongly as
though the writer had stated them. The dignity of
movement of an ice-berg is due to only one-eighth of
it being above water, A writer who omits things
because he does not know them only makes hollow
places in his writing, (QLA 192)

Although Hemingway did not publish this theory until 1932, it is

. possible that he had at least begun considering it in 1921, when he

wrote, in "Iceberg Patrol," "Only one-eighth of the iceberg is above
7 water , , ," (Cooperative Commonwealth 4), Hemingway's "iceberg

theory" incorporates the advice that the young writer had been receiving

from Pound and recommends condensation to the point of exclusion,

Pound, who is almost entirely ignored by the early reviewers, has yet to

receive the credit he warrants for contributing to Hemingway's early

development, Pound's influence on Hemingway's economy, the primary

feature that differentiates his style from that of Anderson or Stein,

cannot be underestimatede

[S]ince 1913 Pound had been advising young writers
to "use no superfluous word, no adjective which does
not reveal something, , , , Go in fear of
abstraction," It is unlikely that Hemingway would
not have heard this sermon, and it is not necessary
to underline its importance in his theory and
practice, (Hurtwitz 477)

Pound was not alone in encouraging Hemingway to strive toward

precision and economy; F, Scott Fitzgerald, who is rarely mentioned as

an influence upon Hemingway's style, made numerous suggestions about
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revisions to Hemingway after reading a carbon of the manuscript of ggg

§gg gggg ggggg. In an undated letter, published in Fredrick Svoboda's

gemingway ggg The Sun Also Risess ggg Crafting gg A ggygg, Fitzgerald

admonishes Hemingway for "careless and ineffectual" writing and for

"condescending casuaggnesg !sic1” (138). Fitzgerald adds: "There are

about 24 sneers, superiorities and nose-thumbings-at-nothings that mar

your whole narrative up to p. 29" and reminds the young Hemingway that
A

"This is a novel," that is, that his digressive anecdotes are uneconomic

u and incongruous with the prevalent style of ggg §gg gggg ggggg.

Fitzgerald also finds that the dialogue tags, for example, "Bret said,"

are useless, calling them "0'Henry stuff" and scolds Hemingway for

imprecision, saying, "if you don't want to tell, why waste three words

saying it" (138). Fitzgerald may contribute in yet another way to

Hemingway's style. Fitzgerald's use of anti-metronomic dialogue, which

"juxtaposes end and opening quotes in a single speaker's two consecutive

. speeches" (Kerner 248), in gggg gggg gg ßaradise, "The Popular Girl"

(1922), and "How to Live on Practically Nothing a Year" (1924), provides

models for the irregular signaling of dialogue that appears in "The

Three-Day Blow":

"That's right," Nick said, "I guess he's a
better guy than Walpole."

_ "Oh, he's a better guy, all right," Bill said.
"But Walpole's a better writer" [Bill continued].
"I don't know," Nick said. (ggg 43)

Although to a lesser extent than Pound, Fitzgerald, too, warrants

treatment as a figure of influence.
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Not only does Hemingway's economical style differ from Stein's and

Anderson's, but he also draws upon the advice ef other figures, such as

Pound and Fitzgerald, in developing what is perhaps his foremost

stylistic trait. Equally important in qualifying the assertion that

Hemingway was predominantly influenced by Anderson and Stein is the

existence of an early (1917), unpublished fragment, "Lionel Moise was a

great re-write man." This fragment is valuable because it is written in
A

a style that is allegedly the result of such influences as Stein,

Q Anderson, Pound, and Fitzgerald. A majority of the sentences are simple

and direct and follow a subject-verb—object pattern; of the fourteen

sentences, nine begin with "Lionel Moise," "he," or "Moise"; two begin

with expletives. Hodification is minimal: the reader learns only that

Moise is the "highest paid" man on the paper and that he is the

"fastest" typist that the narrator has ever seen. Thematically, the

brief story is similar to the inter-chapters of Lg gg; [img: while

driving with his woman friend, Moise is stabbed by her; he takes the

knife from her, does "something awful" to her, and drives a long way

with her "fixed like that." "Lionel Hoise," written during Hemingway's

ßansag Qity Stgg days, contains many of the stylistic features that

Hemingway is not supposed te have learned until much later in his

career: the simple and direct sentences; the repetitive syntax; the

scarcity of modifiers; and the choice of violence as subject matter.

That the manuscript contains so many of the features that reappear inLggg;

[img suggests that Hemingway was conscious of thecharacteristicsthat

distinguish his style much earlier in his career than has

previously been allowed.

lgÜ______________l_______________________.........______.....................—.—.—....
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A second way in which Hemingway's prose can be differentiated from

Anderson's or Stein's is in the way Hemingway resolves his narratives.

The three are similar in that they deviate from standard dictums--for

Stein, all events are related with equal emphasis; for Anderson, the

most significant moments are related as epiphanies—-but Hemingway often

writes a traditional climax. In "My Old Han," the action comes to a

climax when the father is killed in the horse race; in "Indian Camp" the
I

action reaches a climax when the suicide of the husband is discovered;

W and in "The Battler," the action comes te a climax when Bugs raps Ad

with the blackjack. In Hemingway's stories the characters' interactions

with the world outside themselves play a chief role in their growth er

realization; consequently, a climactic plot event normally accompanies

the climax of the story. In Andersen, the "climaxes" are very often the

result of a character's inner struggles, which render the epiphany the

more appropriate method of resolution; in Stein, the external action is

so severely suberdinated to the thoughts of the characters that tension,

climax, and significance seem to meld.

Perhaps the feature of [5 gg; [img that looks most similar to its

counterpart in Eimesburg, Qhlg is the stories' interrelation. As

Phillips indicates, Anderson's stories interrelate for fairly obvious

reasonse characters and relevant incidents occur in the "parts" of

winesbuzg which affect the "whole." Clinton S. Burhans, Jr., suggests

that the structure of [m ggg [img "testifies to the deep and continuing

influence" of Sherwood Anderson (Burhans 101), and Fenton writes that

"Hemingway told Scott Fitzgerald that his first pattern had been
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Anderson's Winesburg, Qh;g” (121); yet Burhans's comment--"Ig gg; Tim;

turns the clear light of an ironic and contradictory actuality on the

world of the first quarter of the twentieth century as Winesburg, Qhig

had shown it on midwestern America" (101)--overstates Anderson's

contribution to the structure of In gg; [img.

Like §inesburg'g George Hillard, Nick Adams appears in half of the

sixteen stories of Lg gg; lime; those stories that are not specifically
I

about Nick are either about a protagonist who is nearly identical to him .

I or are concerned with the same themes and tensions of the Nick Adams
stories. But unlike the stories of Wggesburg, the stories of Tg gg;

Iimg follow a four-part pattern, identified by Robert Slabey as follows:

A. Nick Adams: The Young Man (I-V); B. The Effects of War (VI-VII); G.

The Failure of Marriage (IX-XII); and D. Sports: The Search for a Coda

(XII-XV) (Slabey 79). In keeping with his style, Anderson's structure

is loose, whereas Hemingway's stories conform to a more rigid pattern.

Just as the stories are patterned, so too are the vignettes (nine on

war, six on bullfighting, two on crime). They follow a war-crime-

bullfighting-crime-war pattern, which is, according to Burhans,

”definite and ba1anced”:

By surrounding bullfighting with war and crime,
Hemingway places violence and death on which man

I imposes order and meaning at the center of a world
of chaotic disorder and violence, thus implying
subtly that from the first--bullfighting--he can
learn something about the second--the world--andabout how to live in it. (Burhans 90) I

I
III
I
I
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Thematically. the vignettes reinforce the themes of the stories that

surround them. As Burhans explains. the first group of six vignettes

reflects "a world of disorder. cruelty. violence. brutality. suffering.

and death." precisely those forces Nick encounters in the first five

stories (92). The second five vignettes "show men responding to harsh

experience with fear. drunkenness. disillusion. hypocritical prayer. and

dissociation." which complements stories VII-XII. where the soldiers
A

cannot adjust and the marriages cannot survive (92). The final six

_ vignettes "complete the thematic picture of the whole by dramatizing the

attitudes and qualities through which men can face the human condition

and make it meaningful." which complements the "coda" that "Big Two-

Hearted River" implies (92).

Structurally. then. Hemingway's Lg Qu; Time involves more

variables. resulting from the combination of vignettes and major "parts"

which oscillate more than do the stories of Einesburg. More. also. than

in Einesburg. Lg ggg Igmg incorporates "patterns." or "incidental

connections between adjacent or closely placed stories." as Slabey

indicates (these patterns are paraphrased separately for clarity)«

In both "On the Quai at Smyrna" and Chapter II there
are women in labor; in the first story. Dr. Adams
performs an emergency Caesarian.

. The heavy drinking of American soldiers in I is
repeated by Nick and Bill in "The Three-Day Blow"
and with Peduzzi in "Out of Season."

The autumn storm of "The Three-Day Blow" has its
parallel in the rain storm of V which follows it.

The possessive mothers. Mrs. Adams and Mrs. Krebs.
share the same naive piety.
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Nick is wounded in VI and has a brief hospital-
romance in the adjacent "A Very Short Story."

At the end of "Soldier's Home." Krebs decides to go
to Kansas City, the locale of Chapter VIII.

In Chapter VIII two Hungarians (mistaken for
Italians) are shot; in "The Revo1utionist" the
protagonist leaves Budapest for Italy. (Slabey
83-84)

Yet another pattern identified by Slabey is that of "movement•

flight. and desertion." which is presented in the first story, "On the

Qual at Smyrna"¤ Nick rejects his mother in "The Doctor and the

Doctor's Wife"; he leaves Marjorie in "The End of Something"; he leaves

home shortly thereafter; and in Chapter VI he deserts the army and

resigns from society to become ene of the many expatriates in the book

(Slabey 82). The patterns. more than the mere casual references in

Anderson, help to tighten the structure of the book by weaving common

themes through the collection.

Compared with Anderson. Hemingway also employs a great deal more

allusion and juxtaposition. both of which contribute significantly to

the structure of lg Du; Iimg. Granted. Anderson occasionally alludes to

the Bible, as Hemingway does to the Book gg Commog Prayer; especically

in his titular allusion. "Give Peace Lord, in our time." Jackson Benson

suggests that the vignettes themselves function as an allusionz

The vignettes perform . . . in a manner that can
only be compared to T. S. Eliot's The Wastg Land,
wherein fragments, compressed and seemingly
dissimilar. are presented solo, together. (Benson
106)
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and Lg Ou; Time, saying that "the identity of the observer . . . is

frequently indeterminable.” Benson also notes that Eliot's "sledding

scene"--"I could not/Speak, and my eyes failed" (Eliot 54)——compares

well with Hemingway's fear as expressed ”in the drunkenness and in the

cverreactien of the adjutant who insists that the kitchen fires must be

put out" or when, in Chapter II, the ebserver becomes ”scared sick
A

looking at it":

° The cumulative cenditions of the Eliot and Hemingway
viewers are remarkably similar: they tend to be
either in a state of shock, sick unto death and
speechless, or they tend to simply record what theyA see and what they hear in a state of apathy beyond
despair. (Benson 107)

Benson cites Eliot's The Wastg Lang and his theory of the objective

correlative, as well as Pound, who edited Lg Ou; Time, and his similar

theories about the "ellipticality and the use of related items strung

tcgether in a series without transitions” (108) as possible influences

upon the structure of Th Oug Tim;.

In addition to allusion, Hemingway also uses another technique not

found in hinesburgs juxtaposition. As Linda Wagner explains, this

technique is certainly not new to Hemingway; many modernists employ it:

A
Brought to artistic attention early in the century
through movies and graphic art, this practice of
essentially omitting transition, of placing one
concrete image against another, edge on edge, was
also an outgrowth of Joyce's Ulysses and Pound's
Cantos. (Wagner 120)
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Hemingway uses juxtaposition to combine a "chronological arrangement [of

the stories] with a largely thematic one [in the vignettes]" (Wagner

120). Wagner cites representative examples: the calm of "Big Two-

Hearted River" would be much less moving if it were not surrounded by

the deaths of Maera and Sam Cardinella; the husband's death in "Indian

Camp" is dramatically juxtaposed to the infant's birth in the bunk

below; and Krebs's observation of "the bacon fat hardening on his plate"
I

contrasts with his mother‘s preceding statement. "I pray for you all day

U long. Harold" (§§ 151). Additionally. the vignettes juxtapose intense.

curt observations with the short stories in the collection. Hemingway

explains his objective in a letter to Edmund Wilson. saying that the

vignettes are designed to "give the picture of the whole between

examining it in detail. Like looking with your eyes at something. say a

passing coast line. and then looking at it with 15X binocolars" (Wilson

122-23). Although it is true that Anderson and Stein both use

juxtaposition--a certain amount is unavoidable--they do not use it to

the degree that Hemingway does. and. because Stein's story is continuous

and Anderson's does not contain interchapters. neither of them

juxtaposes as many elements as does Hemingway.

V The assessment of individual styles reveals several important

differences between Stein and Anderson on the one hand and Hemingway on

the other. Much of Stein's modification relies upon referential

meaning. whereas Hemingway's depends upon valuative meaning; one of
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Stein's primary aims, capturing the theught process of the primitive,

prompts her prose to be expansive, whereas Hemingway's is condensed; and

as Stein gives equal weight to each facet of her narrative, she differs

from Hemingway, who retains some notion of rising and falling action.

Anderson's stories bear remnants of the oral tradition of storytelling,

including an intrusive narrator and a relaxed style; like Stein,

Anderson abandons standard dicta concerning rising and falling action
I

which, in turn, prompts him to deemphasize plot and replace the

Ü traditional climax with the medern epiphany. Furthermore, Anderson

accomplishes interrelatedness by including common characters and

settings, maintaining a consistent tone, and relating pertinent facts in

the individual "parts" ef Winesburg that contribute to the effect ef the

"whole.”

Hemingway's economy most differentiates his style from Anderson's

and Stein's. Whereas Stein employs an expansive style, including

stacked modifiers, and whereas Anderson employs an intrusive narrator

and circumlocutory passages, Hemingway condenses, selects, and omits.

His unpublished manuscript ”Lienel Moise” (1917) suggests that even in

his earliest fiction he preferred the simple, declarative sentence, the

concrete noun over the abstract modifier, and ceordination rather than

subordinatien. Because Stein and Hemingway use repetition in different

ways and for different purposes, the received notion that Stein's

repetition influenced Hemingway's seems dubious. Equally inaccurate is

the notion that Hemingway's cellequial style is indebted te Anderson's
”I

Want to Know Why."
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Hot only do the received notions about influence seem tenuous. but

the recent resurgence of interest in Hemingway studies has provided new

evidence indicating that Hemingway may owe far greater debts to other

figures. Benson claims that Eliot's use of allusion in ggg yaaga gang

provides the most appropriate model for the allusion Hemingway uses in

ln ga; Igna. Wagner links Hemingway's use of juxtaposition to Joyce and

Pound. Hurwitz argues that Pound significantly influenced Hemingway's
n

economic style. And I suggest that Hemingway's early manuscripts.

_ correspondence. and journalism indicate that he practiced repetition.

employed colloquial devices. and wrote economically from the beginning

of his career. Each of these claims warrants further exploration. for

they suggest new comparisons that promise to enhance our understanding

of Hemingway. his style. and the forces that helped to shape one of
A

America's foremost writers of the twentieth century.

N

N
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Notes

lwilliam L. Phillips, in "How Sherwood Anderson Wrote ßinesburg,

Qh;g," Ameggcag Lgteraturg 23 (1951) 9, notes that Anderson‘s "apparent
indifference" to technical concerns is not reflected in the manuscripts

of Winesbugg, where Anderson makes substantial changes,

Zlt may have been more than simple irritation that prompted

. Hemingway to write Iorrents, for example, the book was a "contract

breaker" with Boni and Liveright, it brought Hemingway more money than
u

his previous fiction combined, and it served as a literary declaration

of independence for an author whose first two books were regularly

associated with the works of Anderson and Stein, who were both satirized
in Zogrentg.
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